An almost sure invariance principle for stationary mixing sequences of random variables with mean zero and finite variance is obtained when the mixing rate satisfies I3, I$"*( 2") < ~0 or p(n) = O( log ~' n) for some r > 1.
Introduction
Let {X,, n > 1) be a sequence of random variables on some probability space (0, F, P) .
Let A'f: denote the o-field generated by the random variables X,, X, + r, . . . , X,. For any two -C_I_l_ ,%n 1317#7_-..& "-llelUs 3, ZJ cr plu -t cov (X, Y) p(dT9')=sup IIxl1211YI12 : XEL2(%!xq, YEL2(L8) ) >
&S', 3) =SUP{ IP(BIA) -P(B) I: AELI?', BEG] ,
p where, and in the sequel IIXII, = (ElXl ) "p for 1 <p < 00. The mixing coefficients of the sequence {X, , n > 1 > are defined as usual: p(n) = sup P(A';, AT+'+,) 9 4(n) =sup &A:, J:+;,)
.
k,l k>I
The sequence {ii,, n 2 i ) is caiied pmixing if ~(n j -+ 0, +-mixing or uniformiy mixing if 4(n) + 0. Well-known lemmas imply that p(n) < 24"2( n). The concept of pmixing and +mixing was introduced by Kolmogorov and Rozanov ( 1960) and Ibragimov ( 1962) , respectively.
In this paper we are interested in studying the almost sure invariance principle (or strong approximation)
for &mixing and p-mixing sequences, There has been a great amount of work in this direction for independent and weakly dependent random variables since the first result was found by Strassen (1964) for independent identically distributed random variables, For the general and best possible results on the strong approximation for independent identically or not necessarily identically distributed random variables we refer to Komlos, Major and Tusnady ( 1975, 1976) ) Sakbanenko ( 1980) , Einmahl ( 1987) and Shao ( 199 I ) . Using the Skorohod-Strassen martingale embedding theorem, Philipp and Stout ( 1975) established the strong approximation theorems for a large class of dependent random variables, such as o-mixing, $-mixing, lacunary trigonometric series, Gaussian sequence, asymptotic martingale difference sequence, and Markov process, etc. Their results for o-mixing, $-mixing, lacunary trigonometric series and Gaussian sequence were improved by Shao and Lu (1987) , Shao ( 1985 Shao ( , 1987 . However, all of these papers mentioned above on the strong approximations for mixing sequences were based on finite (2 + S)th moment and polynomial mixing rate. Berkes and Philipp ( 1979) were the first to obtain a strong approximation theorem with approximation error term o( (t/log log t) I") only under the assumption of logarithmic mixing rate for stationary sb_ mixing sequences. Dabrowski ( 1982) refined their arguments and reached the same result under &mixing with an even slower logarithmic rate, i.e., $(n) -=c (log n) -i--2's-E, EIX, I '+'< x for some S > 0, E> 0. By modifying Dabrowski's argument, Bradley ( 1985 , 1983 ) (cf. Philipp, 1986 ) obtained similar results for stationary pmixing sequence under ElXi I *+6<x, p(n) < (log n) -I-3'a-F It should be noted that all of these results still require the existence of the 2 + 6th moment, and the mixing rate is more and more restrictive when 6 tends to zero. However, it is well known that the strong approximation theorem holds true for independent identically distributed random variables even only with the finite second moment though the approximation error term is o( (l log log t) "2). So, it is interesting to ask whether or not the strong approximation theorem remains valid for mixing sequences with only finite variance. Heyde and Scott ( 1973) was the first, and maybe the unique paper which contains the almost sure invariance principle for stationary #-mixing sequences only under the finite second moment, but with a polynomial mixing rate. The purpose of this paper is to establish the strong approximation theorems for #-mixing and pmixing sequences of random variables with finite variances and iogarithmic mixing rate. Throughout this paper we will use the following notations: S,, = 0, S,, = S( n) = c:= i Xi, n> 1; of, =~!!%*(n); [.%I denotes the integer part of x; a-b denotes lima/b= 1; a e b denotes a = 0( 6) ; log x= In max(x, e) for x > 0, where In, as usual, denotes the natural logarithm; K stands for a positive constant, whose value is not important and may be different from line to line. =O, a,-+m,andEjX,) 2 +' < m for some 6 > 0. Assume that
From Theorems 1. l-l .4 we obtain the following law of the iterated logarithm and Chung's law of the iterated logarithm easily. The proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 will be given in Section 2, while the proof of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 is in Section 3.
Proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2
Our proof is based on the well-known Skorohod-Strassen embedding theorem (cf. Hall and Heyde, 1980, p. 269) . We formulate first a fundamental theorem on the almost sure invariance principle for martingale difference sequences.
Theorem 2.1. Let {&, F,,, n > l} be a square integrable martingale dtfirence sequence.
Put Z( t) = CkG f &, b(t) = EZ2( t), t > 0. Assume that there exists a sequence {a,,, n > l} of non-decreasing positive numbers with a, + ~0 such that t (E(5tI~,-,)-E5:)=o(a,)
U.S., Hanson and Russo (1983) . 0
The proof of our theorems is along the same procedure as that of Philipp and Berkes ( 1979) ) but the detail is very different. Let ri, =X/J{ IX, 1 <k"2}-ExJ{ IX, I
2, =X,1( IX, I >k"2}-ExJ{ IX, I
<k"*} , (2.5) 6) &n,= 2 ij, S(n) = 2 2;.
(2.7) i=l i=l Let 0 < a < 1, whose value will be specified later on. Define blocks Hk and Ik of consecutive positive integers, leaving no gaps between the blocks. The order is H,, I,, H2, I,, . The length of the blocks are defined by It is easy to see that
and S(n)= 2 &+ 2 E(uiIzi_,)+ E u;+ i ri,.
(2.14)
For the proof of the theorems we need to restate some inequalities for pmixing and c$-mixing sequences for easy reference.
Lemma 2.1 (Ibragimov, 1962 (Shao, 1988; Peligrad, 1989 
(I-a)7>2.
We divide the proof into six steps, which together will imply our conclusion.
Step 1. We have 2 cJ =o(n2 exp($n")) a.s.
I=1
Proof. Using Lemma 2.3 with q = 2, we have 2 EL'; < Kn t jap ' exp( 3") < by the fact that q > 2 and EXf < 03. (2.20) follows now from (2.21) and (2.22).
Step 3. We have foreveryk>O,n>l.
Using (2.24) and induction, we deduce from the proof of (2.14) of Shao ( 1989b) that, under condition Cp( exp( e@ ) ) < 00, due to Corollary 4 of Moricz ( 1982) . Set nk = [k""]. By ( 1.2)) (2.26) and Lemma 2.3, we have, for every E> 0, P .log' nk .exp( fir;) << e~"~.n~~,I)n.log-2nk.
which yields (2.23) immediately by the Borel-Cantelli lemma.
Step 4. We have S(n) =o (n1'2) as. by assumption EXf = 1. Using the Kronecker lemma and (2.28)) we arrive at (2.27).
Step.5.Putv=ir=imin(r+l,3).Wehave 5 e-""El& 12"<m.
(2.29) ,=I Proof. Note that, by ( 1.2) and Lemma 2.3, EI&lzf'~16EIu,12" +=zz (i"-'eia)"+i"-e'"EIX, 12"Z(lX, I G2e"2}, which, together with (2.17) and (2.22), implies (2.29) easily.
Step 6. We have 2 E(,$y I LF-,) -Ecf =o(exp(n")) a.s. '"-'e'"EIX, IT{ IX, I <2e'"'*}) i=l by Lemma 2.3, (2.17) and (2.22)) we derive from the Kronecker lemma that i$ E(dZ{luil ae @*} l F-,) + Eu?Z{ I ui I >eiu'*> =o(exp(n")) as.
Similarly to (2.25)) we obtain (2.32) (2.33)
for every k > 0, II > 1. Along the lines of the proof of (2.33)) we get k E(u" I Pi_,) -Euy =o(n-"-"*'".log3 n.e"") a.s. ,=I (2.35) This proves (2.31) by (2.32), (2.33) and (2.35).
On the other hand, notice that So, it suffices to show that i E2(uj 1 LiY_,) +EE2(ujI F,_,) =o(n~'2'-')U~log2
n.e"") as. .log-*j.EE'(ujIFj_,)<~.
j=l (2.37)
This proves (2.36) by the Kroneckerlemmaand (2.30) follows from the above inequalities. We are now ready to finish our proof. By (2.10), (2.18), (2.19), (2.23) and (2.27), we have
Applying (2.29), (2.30) and Theorem 2.1, we can redefine { &,, ZY,,, n 2 1 } without changing its distribution on a richer probability space on which there exists a standard Wiener process {w(t), t>O) such that b, , =o(n) as n-x, by Theorem 3.2A of Hanson and Russo ( 1983) . Note that (2.41)
I~?-,>) . i= I r=l
According to Theorem 4.1 of Peligrad ( 1982) ) there exists a positive constant (T* such that ES2(n)/n+a2 asn+a.
Hence
Eu f -CT* card Hi
On the other hand, it is not difficult to find that 1 F',-,) ) =o(z 'a_ 'e'") .
Putting the above inequalities together, we conclude that ( Ibragimov, 1975) CT: = h(n), where h is a slowly varying function ,
and El& I *+S<KU;f8
for some K > 0 and for every n > 1. Hence, we have EmaxISiI 2+6<K(nh(n))'2tS)'2 ;<?I (3.3)
by a theorem of Moricz ( 1982) . According to the well-known property on slowly varying function, for every ~7 > 0, there exists x0 > 0 such that for any y >, x > x0,
From (2.18) we get j$, cj =o(n2 exp( fn")) as.
( 3.6) Using (3.4) and (3.5)) similarly to the proof of (2.19)) we have (3.7)
forevery8, <(l-a)/2-l/(2+6). Along the lines of the proof of (2.23)) we can obtain that for every 0, < (r -$)u,
Corresponding to (2.30), with e'"h(e'") instead of e'" therein, it follows from (3.4) and (3.5) that k E(~~l~Ti_,)-E~f=o(n-~e""h(e"")) A combination of (3.11) with (3.12) yields that for every 77 > 0, ForO<8<ir-$,weset 6 a= 2+16r' 8'= Of fr-;, a, = max jh(j) log-"'j .
IGjGn
It is easy to see that the following statements hold true: by (3.1), (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8). Using (3.9), (3.10) and Theorem 2.1, we can redefine {f, F,,, II > 1) without changing its distribution on a richer probability space on which there exists a standard Wiener process {W(t), t > 0} such that 
